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Bias vs Cognition

Implicit Bias

Unconscious Bias

Implicit Social Cognition 

The OUTCOME is Synonymous

The CONTEXT is Different



Let’s Look at Brain Evolution

The Lion and The Bunny

➢Unfamiliar/Danger Perception

➢ Immediate/ Primitive Response

Frontal lobes

➢Higher Level Thinking Emerges

➢Can over ride Primitive Responses



How does this Work?

Primitive response triggering

Automatic in 1/10 of a second

Without conscious awareness

Based on global characteristics 

*** DO NOT reflect or align

with our CONSCIOUS/Declared Beliefs*** 



Cognitive Shorthand

Chest of Drawers Analogy

➢Sort

➢Speed

➢Visually Mediated

AND

Unconscious



Grouping Tendencies

Familiar:

➢ Populates “in group”

➢Creates comfort

Unfamiliar 

➢Populates “out group” 

➢Creates discomfort

AND

Unconscious



Can we Mitigate 

Unconscious Responses?

➢Brain is malleable

➢Minimize unconscious responses

HOW?

Engage our Frontal Lobes!!



Engaging our Frontal Lobes

➢Conscious acknowledgement of cognitive bias

➢Allows us to consciously over ride primitive 

responses

➢By creating new mental associations.



Creating/ Enhancing 

New Cognitive Pathways

Individuation                                      Education

Perspective Taking                            Self-Monitoring

Deliberative Processing                    Accountability

Common Ground                              Vulnerability



Reflections to Get Started

➢ Do I think of a person with a disability as working in 

certain jobs? 

If so, which ones?

➢ When I think of a person with a disability, do you have 

sympathy or do you feel pity?

➢ When I see person with a disability, do I see the disability 

first?

➢ Do I think of people with disabilities as part of a group 

initially?

If so, what characteristics does the group share?

➢ Do I consider people with disabilities as different from 

people without disabilities?

If so, how are they different?



Reflections [cont’d]

➢ Do I believe the lives of people with disabilities are different from the 
lives of people without disabilities?

If so, how are they different?

➢ Do I use terms such as “normal” or “able bodied” to differentiate 
people with  disabilities and those without disabilities?

➢ Do I speak to and/or interact with people with disabilities differently 
than you do with people without disabilities?

If so, how and why?

➢ Do you perceive people with disabilities as dependent compared 
to people without disabilities?

Do I base my belief on my experience[s] or other sources?

Source of Questions: ABA Commission on Disability Rights; Implicit Bias 
Guide Implicit Bias & Peoples with Disabilities” January 7, 2019 



Final Thoughts

Stereotyping is easy on our Brain

It is NOT easy on our Soul

Frontal Lobes are Evolution’s Gift to 

Humanity

Let’s not Waste such a Precious Gift
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